This paper characterizes quasi-pure projective (q.p.p.) and quasi-pure injective (q.p.i.) /»-groups, and hence characterizes all such (abelian) torsion groups. A/»-group is q.p.i. if and only if it is the direct sum of a divisible group and a torsion complete group. A nonreduced /»-group is q.p.p. if and only if it is the direct sum of a divisible group and a bounded group; a reduced /»-group is q.p.p. if and only if it is a direct sum of cyclic groups.
This paper is a contribution to a recent flurry of results ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] ) concerning quasi-pure projective (q.p.p.) and quasi-pure injective (q.p.i.) abelian groups. These results, taken together, form an increasingly complete answer to a problem posed by L. Fuchs [4, v. I, Problem 17] . We recall that an abelian group G is said to be quasi-pure projective if every pure exact sequence of the form 0^P-*G-^G/P^0 yields an exact sequence ".
-h> Hom(G, P) -* Hom(G, G) ^Hom(G, G/P)^>0.
Dually, G is q.p.i. Put another way, (7 is q.p.i. if for every pure subgroup P of G, every map d>: P -» G is the restriction of an endomorphism of G.
In [2] the torsion free q.p.p. and q.p.i. groups of rank 2 were characterized, and in [1] the torsion free q.p.p. and q.p.i. groups of arbitrary finite rank were characterized. In this paper, we characterize the q.p.p. and q.p.i. torsion groups. In contrast to the case of torsion-free groups, the results here are that the only torsion q.p.p. (q.p.i.) groups are the obvious ones.
All groups under discussion are torsion abelian groups, and we use notation and standard results from [4] , frequently without further reference. We would like to acknowledge that we have been told that similar results to ours have also been obtained by K. Benabdallah and R. Bradley [3] but we have not seen these results and do not know how our methods compare.
1. Preliminary results. It follows from [1] and [6] , and will follow from our results as well, that the classes of q.p.p. and of q.p.i. groups are not closed under taking direct sums. However it is routine to verify that a summand of a group in one of these classes is again in the class, and that a torsion group belongs to one of the classes if and only if each of its primary components is in the class. Therefore we will limit our attention to //--groups and we collect in this section the easy cases. Proof. Let G be q.p.i. and suppose first that G is reduced. If Bx and B2 are any two basic subgroups of G, and a: Bx -^ B2 is an isomorphism, then a can be extended to an endomorphism, again denoted by a, of G. Writing ß: B2 -* Bx for the inverse of a, we extend ß to G, the extension being denoted by ß as well. Then 1 -aß is an endomorphism of G which annihilates B2. Since G is reduced, we conclude that aß = I. Similarly ßa = 1 so that a is an automorphism of G. It follows (e.g. §69 of [4] ) that G is torsion complete. Now if G is any q.p.i. /»-group and D is its maximal divisible subgroup, we may write G = D © R with R reduced and, according to our remarks above, q.p.i. Hence R is torsion complete.
Conversely if G = D © R with D divisible and R torsion complete, any pure exact sequence O^H^G^G/H^O yields an exact sequence
Certainly PextiG/H, D) = 0. Since R is torsion complete and G/H is a /»-group, PextiG/H, R) = 0 too. Thus The proof of our main theorem does not really require Lemma 1. Rather, what is needed is the fact that our group G satisfies fin r(G) = fin r(B) for B basic in G. This will follow from Lemma 2 below whose proof, however, uses the generalized continuum hypothesis. We have included Lemma 1 since it settles the issue immediately for countable groups, and even for groups G such that G/B is countable for some basic subgroup B of G (cf. [4, §68] ). It may also turn out to be of use in a proof of Theorem 3 which would avoid CrCH. The proof of this proposition is routine, and we omit it. The condition (*) is simply a translation of the fact that C/R is q.p.p. to a statement about endomorphisms of C.
Our next lemma is a corollary to a theorem of Hill ([5] ; see also [7] ). Hill's theorem states that if C is a direct sum of cyclic groups, B¡ are basic in C (/ = 1, 2) and C/Bx a¿ C/B2 then there is an automorphism y of C such that yiBx) = B2. We need this result in the following generalized form. Finally, we may normalize G and assume of it that, if B is basic in G, then riG) = fin riG) = riB) = fin riB). To effect this, we write G = G' ® G" where G' is bounded and riG") = fin /-(G") (cf. [4, §35] ). Then G" is q.p.p. and G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if G" is. Thus we may assume r(G) = fin r(G) to begin with. Similarly, for B basic in G, write B = B' © B" with B' bounded and riB") = fin riB"). Then G = B' © H for some H and we have /-(G) > riH) > fin /-(//) = fin r(G) = r(G) so riH) = fin riH). Since B " is isomorphic to a basic subgroup of H, we have replaced G by a q.p.p. group H satisfying r(//) = fin /•(//) and riB) = fin riB) for B basic in H. Moreover G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if H is. By Lemma 2, \B\ = \H\, and hence riB) = \B\ = \H\ = riH), so our reduction is accomplished. We now return to our original notation, denoting the q.p.p. /»-group under discussion by G. Proof. Direct sums of cyclic groups are pure-projective, hence certainly are q.p.p. Let G then be a reduced q.p.p. /»-group. From above we may assume fin riG) = fin riB) for every basic subgroup B of G. Taking B to be a lower basic subgroup of G, and B ' to be a lower basic subgroup of B, we therefore have G/B ta B/B' since /"(G/5) = fin r(G), and fin r(5) = riB/B'). Now let 0^/?-*C-^G-+0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use be a pure exact sequence with C a direct sum of cyclic groups (cf. [4, §30] ). Since \G\ = fin a-(G), G has a pair Bx, B2 of disjoint basic subgroups (cf. [4, §35] ), which we may take to be lower. Applying the remark above to these, we Since Ä c L[, we may apply Proposition 1 to write <p, = a, + p" where a,., p, G £(C) and o,(R) Q R, Pi{C) Q L\.
Clearly the map 0¡ induced in G by a, has image contained in B¡. The kernel of 0¡ is the image under tj of {x E C\o¡(x) E R). If o¡(x) G Ä then <p¡(x) = o¡(x) + p¡(x) G R + L¡ C L¡ = q>i(L¡), and since <p, is monk, we have x G L¡. Thus the kernel of 0¡ is contained in B¡.
To summarize, we now have two endomorphisms 0X, 02 of G into the disjoint basic subgroups Bx, B2 with ker 0¡ C B¡. These induce 0X X 02: G -> Bx X B2 with kernel contained in Bx (~) B2 = 0. Thus G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the direct sum of cyclic groups Bx © B2 « 5, X 2?2, so G is itself a direct sum of cyclic groups.
